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NAT GREENE CALENDAR 

October 11, 2011 - The nights are colder, the days are shorter, and the delayed harvest fish drop 
into the streams. Delayed harvest trout act differently when they arrive in the stream and change 
with time. The techniques and flies to successfully catch these fish are different. Fishing author, 
Steve Hudson, will show us how to tie the flies and how to fish them to have a successful delayed 
harvest. Steve will conduct a fly tying lesson from 6 –7 PM. Steve will supply materials. Bring a 
vise, scissors, a bobbin with white thread, and another bobbin with pink thread. Steve’s 
presentation on fishing methods will start at 7:00 PM. All are welcome.  Leonard Recreation 
Center, 6324 Ballinger Road, Greensboro, NC 27410, 7:00 p.m.   Directions   

November 8, 2011 - When we brag about our fishing trips, we invariably take out the pictures 
and show photo after photo of us holding another fish. No one ever says that looking at an 
interminable number of photos of fish held in two hands is boring, but it is. Simons Welter will 
teach us how to take more interesting photos, so we can brag and entertain at the same time. We 
are going to see examples of great photography from her fishing trips around the United States 
and the world. Simons guides for Brookings Outfitters in Cashiers and spends a lot of time fishing 
small streams for native brook trout on dry flies. She also likes to fish in Argentina, Spain, 
Germany, and Australia.  All are welcome.  Leonard Recreation Center, 6324 Ballinger Road, 
Greensboro, NC 27410, 7:00 p.m.   Directions    

December 13, 2011 - The fishing natives are restless. The drums beat out the message: “Bring 
back Jeff Wilkins.” Popular fishing guide, raconteur, and fly tyer, Jeff Wilkins will be back; he will 
talk to us in December on a topic of his choice. Don’t miss Jeff’s talk; you will be a better 
fisherman!  All are welcome.  Leonard Recreation Center, 6324 Ballinger Road, Greensboro, NC 
27410, 7:00 p.m.   Directions    

January 10, 2012 - Meeting Educating young fly fishers at Nat Greene is big deal. We are active 
in programs with the Boy Scouts, Trout in the Classroom, and Rivercourse. Rivercourse is North 
Carolina's cold water conservation, fly fishing youth camp for boys and girls 13-15 years old. The 
2012 session will be the tenth camp. This Trout Unlimited camp is an exciting way to teach kids 
about the importance of our cold water resources while exposing them to the sport of fly fishing. 
Come hear how Nat Greene’s contributions have helped shape the lives of future generations 
and how you can help with the 2012 camp. If we don't teach kids about fly fishing and the 
environment, who will? Jeff Curtis is the co-owner of Curtis Wright Outfitters (fly shops and guide 
service). He has worked with young people for over 25 years. 2012 will be his 7th year as the 
Rivercourse camp director. Jeff has found that sharing his passion for fly fishing with the next 
generation is extremely rewarding.  All are welcome.  Leonard Recreation Center, 6324 Ballinger 
Road, Greensboro, NC 27410, 7:00 p.m.   Directions    

Membership: Everyone accepted       Dues: None!       Door Prizes at every meeting! 
==================================================== 
  
Dear TU Chapter Presidents,  
  
Thanks to the generous contributions of TU chapters in North Carolina and South 
Carolina, the staff and volunteers of Rivercourse were again able to bring the message of 
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conservation and the skills of fly fishing to a great group of kids in June 2011. This year’s 
campers included twelve (12) boys and four (4) girls, some of whom had never 
experienced the joy of spending time in Western North Carolina or catching trout on a 
flyrod.  
  
Each year the section of the West Fork of the Pigeon River that flows through Lake 
Logan Episcopal Center is stocked—this year with 200 trout—just for Rivercourse 
campers. Camp began on Sunday afternoon with sessions on equipment, knots and 
casting. As the week progressed, campers tied flies and fished twice day. By Friday 
morning, a total of 198 fish were caught and released. Evening fishing sessions were 
facilitated by TU volunteers who came just to spend time with the kids and share their 
love of the sport. By the end of the week, the kids were hooked and so were the ghillies.  
  
In addition, classroom work included presentations on entomology, trout development 
and water quality , with a field trip to the Pisgah hatchery and a work project planting 
riparian buffer along the Davidson River. It was a full week, and one that no camper or 
volunteer will soon forget.  
  
We, the Rivercourse staff and volunteers, consider it a privilege to provide these 
youngsters with an experience that in some cases will be life-changing. If you or anyone 
in your chapter would be interested in experiencing Rivercourse firsthand, please let me 
know. We welcome your interest and your help. I am attaching the 2011 camp schedule 
for you to review and share.  
  
Again, thank you for your generosity, and for the campers sponsored by your chapter. 
Rivercourse 2012 will be held June 17-22, and we will accept applications from campers 
beginning in December. Applicants sponsored by TU chapters have first priority. Next 
year we will be looking for twelve (12) boys and six (6) girls for camp. So keep your 
eyes and ears open for candidates.  
  
Tight Lines, 
Linda Byington 
Administrative Director 
Rivercourse Conservation & Fly Fishing Youth Camp 
==================================================== 
That Old Black Magic 
  
I have a problem I do not understand. I have spent two seasons fishing a very basic black 
fly pattern with unusual success. I started out using a Black Gnat wet fly because low, 
gray skies brought to mind the old adage ‘dark day, dark fly.’ This is predicated on the 
assumption that the trout can see the black fly against a dark background. Nevertheless, I 
have used the same fly on sunny days and enjoyed similar success. Just what the heck 
was going on here?  
  
Molly and I are lucky to have friends with vacation homes in the mountains. One couple 
has a home on the Tennessee side of Beech Mountain. Staying there allows me to reach 
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the North Toe River in about twenty-five minutes. I have fished several stretches of the 
river thoroughly for about three years now with excellent results.  
  
The North Toe has a few deep holes but the majority of the river is less than knee deep. It 
is dominated by long stretches of pocket water. It probably doesn’t look very inviting to 
fishermen who like fishing pools. For those willing to carefully fish each pocket or 
potential holding lie, I think you’ll find the river has many willing participants.  
  
You might also discover that the fish spend most of the day on the bottom. They are 
much more likely to take nymphs or wet flies than grabbing dries off the surface. My 
basic rig, a wet fly tied off the eye of a large dry, is designed to address this preference. 
For every fish that eats the dry, nine take the wet. Late in the afternoon the fish begin to 
look up. Still, after a day of hooking nearly every fish on the wet fly I am reluctant to 
abandon a successful strategy. It takes a series of rises for me to clip off the wet and 
concentrate on fishing a single fly.  
  
I have tried several forms of wet flies including beadhead Pheasant tails and Prince 
nymphs but they receive a mediocre reception from the fish. Sometimes I think they have 
an aversion to peacock herl. Black Gnats, with or without wings, have something magical 
about them. My theory is the fish take them for some kind of land insect, like an ant or 
beetle that has fallen into the water. I have even encountered small black caterpillars on 
streamside branches while extracting my back cast from the foliage.  
  
What pattern to use for the surface fly doesn’t seem to matter. I tie a sort of Yellow 
Stimulator/Light Cahill, a Royal Trude with a white polypropylene wing and just a plain 
ole’ Royal Wulff. I pick one on a whim. I have found, surprisingly, that the browns, 
which are either few in number or skillful at avoiding my tactics, prefer the Trude or 
Wulff over the light colored fly.  
  
Most fish I catch are wild rainbows five to eleven inches long. They are gorgeous fish 
spawned in the numerous small tributaries that feed the main river. Some bear purplish 
parr marks and streaks of deep pink. Most have dark green backs covered with small 
black spots, including the top of the head. One remarkable observation I made recently 
while admiring a fish was that I realized only one I unhooked in two day’s of fishing had 
any indication it had previously been hooked.  
My technique for fishing the North Toe is simple. I use a nine foot 5X leader for number 
14 dries and a 4X tippet for size 12s. I tie a piece of 6X about twelve inches long to the 
eye of the dry. To the dropper strand I add number 12 or 14 Black Gnat wet fly. I 
typically cast eight to fifteen feet because the swirling pocket water doesn’t permit long 
casts. I follow the drift always ready for a strike. The wet fly has the curious property of 
sometimes not revealing the take; lifting the leader for a new cast is sometimes greeted 
by a flashing silver pull on the rod tip.  
  
Casting very short lengths of line means positioning myself close to the fish, often less 
than a rod length. This can only be done successfully by wearing drab clothing and 
wading carefully. I wear an olive shirt and hat. My vest or fanny pack is also olive. 



Nothing above my waist reflects light. I wear the same felt-soled wading shoes using 
waders or just wading wet in the summer. I wade carefully using a wading staff tied to 
my belt by parachute cord.  
  
The staff is a five foot piece of crepe myrtle I cut in the front yard. The staff floats behind 
me when not in use and makes little sound as I wade. I place the staff forward until I get a 
solid purchase and then take a step, right foot first. Many commercial staffs, although 
they can break down for easy travel, have bullet-shaped metal tips. In my opinion, their 
convenience is nullified by the noise they make. The metal tip clanging against rocks 
announces your presence up and down stream. The fish are hiding under a rock long 
before you get into casting range. Every time you take a step, the foreign sound of the tip 
against rock reinforces the fish’s need to hide. The designers of these staffs don’t know 
anything about trout. 
  
Of course, your stealthy approach will go for naught if you carelessly wave the rod 
around. Make minimal rod movements and cast low over the water if possible. 
Remember to consider how your silhouette might appear to the fish. Try to use the 
background to minimize your presence. Avoid standing in the middle of the river if 
possible; you might be backlit by the sky. I try to stay close to the shoreline if I can. My 
olive-colored clothing disappears into the background of streamside leaves.  
The dressing for the Black Gnat wet fly is about as basic as it gets. I have several books 
that call for a black chenille body but that has always looked lifeless to me. I use a body 
of black fur spun in a dubbing loop and pick it out to give a rough appearance. A black 
wet hackle is wound is two bands, one about one-third down the shank and the other near 
the eye. If wings are desired, they are added after the hackle is tied off. Although I think 
many years of testing are necessary to definitively decide the point, so far it appears the 
fly is equally effective with or without wings. Just remember neatness counts against you. 
The scruffier the fly looks, the better it works. I fish sizes twelve and fourteen. I carry 
some sixteens but haven’t had the occasion to use them yet.  
  
Al McClane, former fishing editor for Field & Stream, called the Black Gnat “as old as 
fly fishing itself.” Indeed, a black fly that could be construed as a form of the pattern is 
among Dame Juliana’s list of flies from the fifteen century. Despite that centuries-old 
lineage, I’ve never read anything about what the fly is supposed to represent. My guess is 
that it’s just a good generic pattern that is taken for a variety of small, dark food forms 
land- or water-born. After several years of fishing the fly, I can at least state the pattern is 
readily, if not eagerly, accepted by the fish. Although it’s not fancy, doesn’t have a 
beadhead or rubber legs, it’s become a staple in my mountain trout selection. You do 
yourself a disservice not to try it.  
  
Jim Brady  
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